El
Cóndor Pasa
Andreas Hofer takes his skis to the volcanoes of the Chilean Andes
- where south-facing slopes have the best snow, and condors
replace the Alpine choughs of Europe!

A

n eternal battle rages between
the Pacific and Atlantic weather
systems for domination of
the mighty Andes, sweeping their
6000-metre peaks snow-free for most
of the year and causing massive
turbulence in the troposphere. I’d better
sit upright in my airline seat: seeing
the Cordillera for the first time in all
its stupendous glory is heart-stopping.
The Andes, South America’s spinal
column, stretch more than 7000km
from Venezuela to Tierra del Fuego,
the end of the world, determining the
continent’s shape, geology, climate,
vegetation, fauna, history and culture.
It is the world’s longest mountain
range, shaping its countries with an
unarguable grip.
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The Chilean Sierra Nevada
from Llaima Volcano (3125m).
Below: Snow in the jungle - the
mountain road near Lake Pirihuenco, and
(bottom left), Tolkien for real: Victor Petermann’s
Montaña Mágica Lodge
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Here, between Buenos Aires
and the Pacific, these extraordinary
mountains are about 600km
wide, with deep, v-shaped valleys,
impossible to access by road and
almost void of life and vegetation.
The endless snowy landscape I
see through the porthole of my
plane is truly virgin, unmolested by
civilisation. From 39,000 feet, the
land resembles a Stegosaurus, with
triangular back-blades protruding
from dark-green and ochre flanks.
To the south, the central ridges
become narrower, and are eventually
lined by a string of perfectly coneshaped volcanoes I’d come to ski,
many of them with puffing and
bubbling craters.
The descent to Santiago de
Chile is abrupt and sudden, with the
Pacific
Ocean to
the west
glittering
in the
evening
sun.
Stefan
Palm, my
Swedish
mountain
guide,
had the
ideal plan.
We’d rent
a large
4x4 pickup truck,
cruise
down the
PanAmerican
Highway
through the verdant green strip of
land between the Andes and the

and flower trays. But the true beauty
of Chile is its nature, and even more
so the fate of those who tried to
conquer it.
It’s a country of immigrants, past
and present: after the Spanish, came
the Germans and the Austrians,
the Eastern Europeans, the Jews
and the Nazis, and these days the
Greeks, not yet quite sure if they
should make fun of their new home
country, or quickly adapt. They’ve all
melted into fiercely proud Chileans,
who sing and drink with conviction
on Independence Day: September
18. They celebrate 1810, the first
liberation from the Spanish Crown

Pacific, and ski as many volcanoes as
possible. These snow-white skittles,
looming over perma-green rainforest
and lush spring pastures, with flocks
of lambs, herds of cows and velvet
bay horses roaming the plains, were
why we had come. Travelling south,
the days would get longer and the
snowline lower,
with glaciers
Chile is a carpet, woven from
bathed in
the stories of its immigrants blinding light.
Stefan spends eccentrics, dreamers and drop-outs.
a couple of weeks
every winter (our But the true beauty of Chile is its
summer) in Chile, nature, and even more so the fate
for the last 10
of those who tried to conquer it.
years running a
heliski-operation
- thanks to Napoleon, who deposed
for wealthy European clients in
the Bourbons when invading Spain.
the mountains above Santiago.
The Mapuche Indians would give
And lately for wealthy Chileans too
these settlers a hard time until
- big mining makes Chile the richest
late into the 19th century, as they
country in South America. His final
have done successfully throughout
guest sent home, he’d wait for me in
the days of the Spanish Conquest.
Concepcion, Chile’s second biggest
These days nobody celebrates
city, to ski-tour together along the
General Pinochet, Chile’s baleful
Central Andes and the Lake District
dictator until 1990. Yet everybody
to Puerto Montt, the gateway to
remembers the 33 miners trapped
Patagonia proper. Patagonia: this
for 69 days 700 metres down in
fissured host of islands and fiords,
which reaches towards Antarctica, no August 2010, and the many tsunami
longer with any continuous road, and victims the same year.
Although Chile is much more
whales and penguins teeming along
expensive than one would have
its shores.
expected, Chileans are friendly,
Chile is a carpet, woven from the
stories of its immigrants - eccentrics, courteous and helpful, even when
they completely misunderstand
dreamers and drop-outs. True, there
what you wanted from them in the
are only a few architectural gems,
first place. Nobody but the upper
mostly built by German-speaking
classes speak English; red tape
immigrants at the turn of the
means you are issued with copious
century: colonial homes looking
amounts of paper, with endless
like Carpathian farmsteads, dainty
copies you’ll never need; people
church spires, taken from Bavarian
queue patiently and in orderly
towns, sturdy blockhouses fit for a
fashion; they smoke little, even
Tyrolean village, with proud porches

Tragic location: The Antuco Volcano (2985m)
where in May 2005, 44 teenage conscripts died
in a blizzard. Below: The Thermas Geometrica
wilderness spa, and (bottom right), Trawlers in
Puerto Montt, the gateway to Patagonia

though smoking is permitted in most
bars and restaurants, drink sodas by
default and a species of coffee which
will never be officially recognised as
such by an Italian in his right mind.

South-facing slopes
Our shadows, gliding uphill over
glittering corn snow towards the
gently smoking peaks of Volcan
Chillan Nuevo (3186m), were getting
shorter. We’d started from the ski
resort-cum-thermal spa of Nevados
de Chillan early in the morning and it
was quickly getting hotter as the sun
exploded over the ridges in the east.
Soon we were skinning up in our
T-shirts towards the ‘New Crater’ (as
opposed to the bare, snowless ‘Old
Crater’ to the south). Yet something
weird was going on - even I could
realise that, jet-lagged as I was.
It took a while until it sank in, but
then I realised with shocking clarity
that the world was out of kilter.
The sun, instead of travelling south,
as it has done since the beginning of
time, was standing still, no, in fact
gradually moving north, leaving all
south-facing slopes in icy shade.
What a deeply unsettling, primeval
experience - more profound than any

below, at the bottom of a valley
forming the border with Argentina.
We hiked back up from the northeast in glorious midday sunshine,
while the ski resort on the other
side of the mountain was still
frozen with rock-hard ice, providing
unexpectedly good conditions for
some European FIS teams training
for the winter season in the Alps.
We had covered approximately 2000
vertical metres that day and could
contentedly sample some Santa
Rita, Lapostolle, or other beautiful
Chilean wine. Unlike the coffee, wine
will never disappoint in this country.
Market day in Chillan, birthplace
of Chile’s first president, Bernardo
O’Higgins: Fruit and vegetables in
all colours piled into neat pyramids,
flower ladies heaping artistic
bouquets and flower arrangements,
street musicians, food hawkers,
butchers wheeling cow
carcasses and pig halves
Volcan Antuco hovered, a
into their stalls; 100 Pesos
solitary white beauty against for a pound of lemons,
250 for oranges and 500 for
a peacock-blue sky, over a
fat avocados.
landscape of mighty forests,
Antuco (2985m), some
five
hours’ drive further
rapid rivers, and bizarre
south - like all volcanoes
basalt columns
we would later attempt
to ski - had a small ski
eclipse. No reason for panic though:
resort at its foot and would hover,
a traveller more seasoned than Hofer
a solitary white beauty against a
would have remembered that the
peacock-blue sky, over a landscape
sun in the southern hemisphere is
of mighty forests, rapid rivers, and
moving anti-clock-wise… Suddenly,
bizarre basalt columns. Roads other
skiing a north-facing slope became a than the Pan-American Highway are
very sunny affair.
mostly not asphalted, and even very
We made our turns in sunluxurious hotels have to be accessed
softened snow from the wide rim
on dirt roads. ‘Just a few miles down
of the crater, venturing through
the road’ may translate into ‘just a
sulphurous fog towards a hot,
few hours and you’re still not there’.
volcanic river steaming 800 metres
Hard to believe, when the next peak

seemed to be within easy grasp while
still on top of a mountain, but then
a journey away, when driving across
level ground.
The plains were agleam with
acacias, gorse and daffodils, all
exploding in neon-yellow.
The barren lower slopes of the
Antuco volcano, sinister and infertile
like some colliery wasteland, were
the setting
for a
national
tragedy.
On May
18, 2005,
some five
hundred
conscripts
of the 17th
Los Angeles
Regiment
were sent
here on a
training
exercise.
The major
ordering
the drill,
Patricio
Cereceda,
ignored his
sergeant’s
plea to abandon the operation
because of the worsening weather.
Badly equipped, the teenagers only three months into their army
training - stumbled into a raging
blizzard. Forty-four of them, blinded
and disorientated by the storm, died
of hypothermia and exhaustion.
Today - scattered over an area of
some 10 kilometres - only their
tombstones can be seen. Bright
plastic flowers, ribbons and candles
are a colourful reminder of human
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At the crater’s edge: Hofer scales the
twin-volcanoes of Mocho-Chochuenco

suffering in an otherwise
featureless wasteland.
The Café de Ski Casino on Mt
Antuco, located next to a deserted
refugee camp, is the mountain hut
for the Alpine Club of Los Angeles
de Chile. It doubled as a saloon for
a group of lonely, green-clad border
guards doing their duty in a nearby
shack of corrugated iron on a highmountain pass to Argentina.
We drove through temperate
rainforest. What looked from far
away like fancy versions of European
woodland were strangely unfamiliar
up close. We saw trees with names
as weird as their appearance: coihue,
tineo, or the allerce, plants which can
survive for 3000 years, with trunks
more than four metres thick. Driving
through this jungle of rotting tree
stumps and damp undergrowth, with
bamboo-like coligue and large ferns
overhanging the road, we felt like
visitors to Brobdingnag, Gulliver´s
country of giants. And from time
to time, for a brief moment, a view
through
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polished wooden floors and
parchment lampshades. Fauteuils
and all upholstery had the
cantilevered grandiosity of a Mexican
hacienda, and even the food was
retro. Never since my childhood
days have I seen rolled slices of
ham stuffed with mayo salad, or
canned fruit with whipped cream as
a desert. A wide river was flowing
through the garden, old trees cast
a gossamer shadow over the large
thermal pool and the freshly mown
lawns spiced the air with opulent
scents. A swarm of ibises, with their
distinct sabre-shaped beaks, burst
through the tranquility of the park,
making a racket like a bunch of
football hooligans. I was alone in the
pool and listened to the banging of
plates and the clatter of pots in the
kitchen, the dishwashers and helpers
chatting away in agitated Spanish
which I understand no better than
the twitter of sparrows. Looking up
from the lawn of the hotel to the east
I saw a formation of condors drawing
tight circles over the valleys of
the Sierra Nevada (3200m) at
dazzling heights.
The ski resort of Corralco, at
the foot of the Lonquimay volcano,
lies on the edge of an abundant
araucaria forest - trees with
umbrella-shaped crowns and spindly
candelabra branches covered in
sharp, succulent green scales.
They seemed to have come right out
of Jurassic Park.
We climbed until we were about
300 metres under the peak, when
further progress became impossible.
Irregular and violent gusts of wind
threatened to knock us over, piercing
our faces with tiny stones coming
loose on the ridges and covering
mouth and ears with black lava
ash. We therefore gave up on the
summit. Hiking-skins pulled off,
we wedeled in perfect spring snow
towards the Uribe valley and the
foot of Navidad Crater, which was
formed by an eruption in 1988.
It looked as if it was just pausing

Victor Petermann, the billionaire
founder of a sprawling business empire
has bought himself a whole jungle in
the Los Rios region. The Huilo-Huilo
Nature Reserve includes lakes, rivers,
wildlife and the Mocho-Chochuenco
twin-volcanoes. These boast Chile’s
only all-year-round snowboard park
- thanks to large unfurling glaciers
rooted in the hollows and caverns of
the craters. This private nature reserve
comes with three hotels, including
Montaña Mágica, which could have
been designed by Tolkien: cone-shaped
like a volcano, it’s covered with moss,
with water running down its sides from
a powerful spout like a stand-alone
waterfall. Open a window at your peril!

between eruptions - not a single
ear of weed or even lichen grew on
these pitch-black heaps of soot, and
the whole menacing formation was
still too warm to carry snow. It was a
beautiful descent.
We had a day of marvellous
skiing in incredible powder on
Chochuenco volcano - and in our
excitement about the perfect snow
conditions, we even climbed it
a second time. We were looking
forward to a thorough soaking
in one of the pools at Termas
Geometrica, the outdoor spa built
by the celebrated Chilean architect
Germán del Sol from Chinese-style
red-lacquered planks in a wild ravine,
with naturally formed hot basins
cascading into each other down the
valley. It proved to be our last day
of ski-touring until my flight home
a week later. A bad-weather front
came in from the Pacific, carrying
blissful quantities of snow, but, alas,
reducing visibility to virtually zero.
It would have been too dangerous to
ski anywhere outside the ski resorts
at the Puehue volcano (2236m),
Volcan Casablanca (1990m), or
the most beautiful of them all,
Volcan Osorno (2662m). We saw its
intimidating hulk for the first time
the night we left Chile: shimmering
mystically through the big windows
of the Yan-Kee-Way Lodge, moonlit,
an overawing triangle of snow,
mirrored in the calm waters of Lake
Llanguihue. We vowed to return one
day to ski it.

